Dear Parent / Guardian,

Smiling Mind is lucky enough to be working with the students and staff of MKPS throughout 2014.

Smiling Mind is a not for profit organisation with the mission to create happy and healthy young people. We will be implementing our programs throughout the year, and we’d love to share this collaboration with local media, the Kinglake community and the Smiling Mind community.

Overleaf is a media consent form which will allow us to use any photograph’s, video’s or related material of your child.

For more information on Smiling Mind visit [www.smilingmind.com.au](http://www.smilingmind.com.au) or contact our Communications Manager Georgie Reed on 0439 633 825.

Thank you in advance, and we look forward to sharing our upcoming work with you.

The Smiling Mind Team
MEDIA CONSENT FORM

Name: \(\text{"You", "Your"}\)
Address:
Location:
Activity:

You have agreed to take part in the Activity and You hereby agree to grant to SMILING MIND the right to take photographic and digital images of You (the "Photographs") and audio/audio-visual recordings of You ("the Recordings") and Your participation in the Activity.

You warrant that You have the right to enter into this Release and take part in the Activity. You:

1. agree that SMILING MIND may use, edit and reproduce, and authorise the use, editing and reproduction of the Photographs and the Recordings;
2. agree that SMILING MIND has the right to publish and communicate to the public the Photographs and the Recordings in any media including, but not limited to, online, at all times without restriction or limitation throughout the world (including all promotional purposes);
3. agree that SMILING MIND has the right to use Your name, likeness, biography or other information concerning You in the use of the Photographs and Recordings;
4. agree that SMILING MIND owns all rights, title and interest (including copyright) in the Photographs and Recordings and You expressly assign any rights You may have in the Photographs and Recordings to SMILING MIND;
5. agree to fully release now and forever SMILING MIND from and against all actions, suits, claims and demands which You may have against SMILING MIND arising directly or indirectly in respect of any infringement or violation of any personal and/or property rights of any sort (including without limitation defamation) from the use of the Photographs or the Recordings;
6. unconditionally waive all of Your rights at any time to seek or obtain injunctive relief to prevent or restrict SMILING MIND'S use of the Photographs or the Recordings;
Name of student / participant ("You" / "Your")

Signed by [PARTICIPANT if over 18 years]  Signed by [PARENT / GAURDIAN if under 18 years]

Print name  Print name

Date  Date

Signed for and on behalf of SMILING MIND pty Ltd

Print name  Date